Messages from the Office
Parking and Driving
Please can all parents using cars to bring and collect their child from school ensure they park
legally and be considerate to our neighbours and pedestrians. The school car park is for staff use
only.
We would be grateful if you joined in with the voluntary one way system, which is in operation at
the start and end of the school day, in an attempt to minimise access difficulties around Christ
Church Mount with cars.
To ease the congestion we would ask you to enter Christ Church Mount so that the school is on
your left. Lower Hill Road and the rest of Christ Church Mount should then be used to exit. The
system operates between 8.30am and 9.05am and and between 2.55pm and 3.30pm.
Parents of Y1-Y3 Children - If you have not already done so, please could you return the Nasal
Flu Vaccination consent form to the school office, even if you do not want your child to have it

Year 1 Weekly Information w/b 10.10.16
This week is Golden Book week. The children will bring their books home next week to share their
work they have completed this week. Please fill in the sticker at the end of their work and return
to school. Hope you enjoy looking at all of the lovely things they have been doing and their
hard work!
This week we will be continuing to read books by Jane Hissey. The children will be writing their
own Old Bear stories this week.
Our test on the first 20 spelling words will happen next week – this will be done informally in class,
and you will be able to see how your child gets on, as they will use the space in their Learning
Journal. We are aiming to spell these correctly each time we use them in our own writing. The
words for this half term are: a, I, in, it, on, is, at, up, as, an, if, off, but, can, had, not, mum, here,
saw, said.
In maths we are practising our number bonds to 10. We will be finding ways of making 10 in
different ways. In speedy maths this week we will be continuing practising to count objects and
write numbers up to 20 at speed.
We would like to ask for your help in making sure that the children are dressed smartly in the
correct school uniform. Long hair, from shoulder length, should be tied back with plain
hairbands/clips (in school colours). Now that it is getting colder and more girls are wearing
tights, please make sure that they are grey. Girls socks should be white. Cardigans and jumpers
must have the school logo on them.
By now you will have seen the request for ingredients in your child’s Learning Journal. Don’t
forget them for Wednesday, we are relying on a team effort to make our amazing mud pies! On
Friday all Year 1 children will be in 1R during the Bake Off. Come to 1R to collect your “personal
shopper” who will escort you into 1W to purchase your mud pies. Please come at the time
stated below for the surname of your child:

9.00am – 9.15am – A - F
9.15am – 9.30am – G – L
9.30am – 9.45am – M – R
9.45am – 10.00am – S - Z
Your child will then return to 1R via the Year 1 outside area - they will not be able to tour the rest
of the sale with you. Children will have the opportunity to buy (50p or donation) and eat a mud
pie for themselves at the end of the sale (we will keep enough back for this). If you can’t make
the sale send a donation in with your child and they can purchase their own cake to bring
home.
End of day schedule:
Mrs Williams and Mrs Sayers – East Gate
Mrs Rajeev - West Gate
Best wishes,
Mrs Williams, Mrs Sayers and Mrs Rajeev

Year 2 Weekly Information w/b 10.10.16
In English this week, we will be using the text ‘Alien’s Love Underpants’ to gain a deeper
understanding of narrative texts. We will be using the illustrations as prompts to help us write
descriptive sentences. We will also be creating our own characters and endings.
In maths, we will be finishing off our work on place value. The children will be spotting patterns
when counting in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s as well as 3’s
Coming up soon in speedy maths (* indicates new learning):
w/b
10.10.16

w/b
17.10.16

*Subtract 10 from 2-digit numbers at speed
Add units to 2-digit numbers at speed
Subtract units from 2-digit numbers at speed
Know pairs of 10s to 100
Know ½ of even numbers to 20
Count on in 2s
Calculate 10 more than 2-digit numbers
Know addition facts to 20 at speed
Calculate 10 less than 2-digit numbers
Know subtraction facts to 20 at speed
Know pairs of 10s to 100
Know pairs of numbers to 10 + 10

The Great Harvest Bake Off is almost upon us and we would like to remind you that Year 2 will be
baking on Thursday 13 October, so please can the highlighted items on the sticker inside your
child’s Learning Journal be brought in on that morning. Please ensure any items of equipment
are named. Please see below for a rota of when the children will be in 2B selling their creations.
When the children are not selling they will be in 2G working on other activities. We will put aside
a cheese twist for each child, so there’s no need to buy one for them. Hope to see you there!

9.00am - 9.15am
Aimee Bloomfield
Bella Rae Brigden
Emilia Christofides
Ana Collins
Katie Crane
Zachary Curran
Lottie Davis
Connie Dilieto
Scarlett Carswell
Phoebe Christofides
Evie Clanfield
Ollie Costello
Daisy Davies
Louis Devivo
Darcie Fitzgibbon
Amelia Grace Hall
9.30am - 9.45am
Gabi Mekhail
Poppy Moore
Jack Mulhern
Terry Oh
Zahra Patel
Amelia Pocock
Heidi Rush
Olivia McPherson
Eddie Moffat
Isaac Newby
Lucy Paine
Ishaan Patel
Jonathan Pahl
Ella Pritchard

9.15am - 9.30am
Austin Dolbear
Louis Hannan
Tallulah Henson
Luca Johnston
Izzy Jones
Augustine Kandemir
Ollie Lang
Dylan Maw
Isabella Hall
Kaitlyn Hall
Ollie Hoare
Isabelle Jones
Jed Jones
Trent Jones
Ainsley Kandemir
Amy Matthews
9.45am - 10.00am
Vishal Soni
Freya Springer
Ella Stevens
Scarlett Eve Sulley
Ezra Ting
Sam Wickens
Ava Wye
Mayah Quao
Harry Roberts
Lucy Stevens
Sophie Tregoning
Joshua Wall
Rosie Walker
Ben Wheatley

Have a great week,
Mrs Glaister and Miss Burgess

Year 3 Weekly Information w/b 10.10.16
In English this week, the children will be thinking about how to make their descriptive writing
interesting. Using interesting description is one of our main focuses in Year 3 and the children will
be developing a toolkit to use throughout the year. This week we will be describing the area
around us and then using a video to write descriptively about a volcano.
In maths this week, we will be continuing our work on data. The children are going to be
drawing bar charts and will make them more complex by varying the interval on the y axis. They
will also be analysing the information in bar graphs so that they can answer questions. Towards
the end of the week we are going to do some work on times tables and solving questions using
our times tables knowledge.
Coming up soon in speedy maths:
w/b
10.10.16

Know 10 less than 3-digit numbers.
Know 3x table at speed.
Know 2x, 5x 10x tables and related division facts at speed.
Double and half numbers to 20 at speed.

w/b
17.10.16

Know 4x table at speed.
Know 10 more than 3-digit numbers.
Know 10 less than 3-digit numbers.
Know addition and subtraction facts to 20.
2x, 5x, 10x tables including division facts.

Our theme learning this week is moving on to looking at how fossils are formed and discovered.
We will also be investigating different types of rocks, their properties and their uses.
Your child now has the name of their new Spanish pen pal and all pupils have made a sheet
introducing themselves to each other. With your permission, please could they bring in a
photograph of themselves to attach to their sheet, as it makes it much more exciting knowing
what each other looks like! Please could they bring it in for the next Spanish lesson.
This week is also the school’s Great Harvest Bake Off. The children all put stickers in their Learning
Journals last week to indicate what they have volunteered to bring in and what extra ingredient
their group has chosen to add. This week the children will be making their biscuits, complete
with their group’s choice of adaptation. They will also be creating decorations and planning
how to organise the classroom.
On the day of the sale, the children will be staffing the Year 3 sale on a rota. Each child will be
helping with the sale for 15 minutes.
Time
9.00am - 9.15am

9.15am - 9.30am

9.30am - 9.45am

9.45am - 10.00am

3L
Imogen Anderson
Eleanor Bowler
Nathan Cherrington
Sophia Christofides
Annabelle Crosby
Oscar Donald
Teddy Evans
Charlie Foster
Rosie Garner
Ruben Hollinghurst
India Johnston
Anna Joyce
Harpreet Kaur
Niamh Kelly
Eddie Kind
Sophie Lewis
Ewan McGhee
Leo Morgan
Alys Noble
Bodie Oliver
Jamie Peaty
Maia Raja
Lacey Sharpling
Lola Sibelly
Luis Thompson
Jayden Thurston
Rhea Tompsett
Harvey Walters
Daisy Williams
Isaac Williams

3S
Saisha Alva
Yusuf Arain
Iris Aryeety
Evie Blackall
Hayden Brady
Oliver Burton
Shay Chhatralia
Lois Davies
Hamish Donald
Isla Fox
Zachary Giles
Lyra Hamilton
Christopher Hedger-Hay
Ethan Hill
Daisy Jones
Freya Loveridge
Emily McPherson
Arthur Petit
Emily Pidgely
Teddy Shaw
Hridi Srirama
Daisy Stambrey
Millie Stanborough
Emilia Stanbridge
Layla Steventon
Callum Tasch
Robyn Thompson
Ben Williams
Arthur Wisden

We look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the sale.
Have a good week,
Mrs Smith and Mr Loughlin

Year 4 Weekly Information w/b 10.10.16
In English this week, the children will be writing Greek myths, using their story mountains and
including their own mythical characters. We will also be looking at how to correctly punctuate
direct speech. Next week we will be testing the children on the first 20 words from the Y4 spelling
list. Please can you support your child in learning these words.
In maths this week, the children will be continuing to work on shape, focusing especially on
different types of angels and lines of symmetry.
Coming up soon in speedy maths (* indicates new learning):
w/b
10.10.16

w/b
17.10.16

Know 7x table at speed.
Know 9x table at speed.
Add and subtract pairs of 2-digit numbers at speed.
Know halves and doubles of numbers to 20.
Know number bonds to 20.
*Know 8x table at speed
Add and subtract hundreds and 3-digit numbers.
Know 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 10x tables and related division facts at speed.
Divide any number by 10.
Know pairs of numbers to 100.

In our themed lessons this week, the children will be using their knowledge of Ancient Greek
theatre to make masks. We have asked if children could please bring in appropriate
newspapers to use for papier mache on Tuesday 11th October. In computing we will continue
to be using Scratch to write our own algorithms.
On Wednesday Y4 will be cooking for the Harvest Bake Off! Please could children bring in the
ingredients and equipment for making pizzas on this day (see Learning Journals for more
information). All equipment should be named. The rota for children selling pizza slices is:
9.00am – 9.15am
Dora Andric
Nithyasri Annamalai
Millie Barnes
Jessica Blunden
Lily Brook
Lilly Cheeseman
Dylan Evans
Samuel Ferguson
Esther Agbede
Saffa Amer
Matthew Bone
Ronnie Cartwright
George Claridge
Samson Cross
Grace Dalton

9.15am – 9.30am
Zachary Fitzgibbon
Daniel Gaunt
Abigail Harvey
Harley Henson
Billy Hicks
Liam Houldridge
Eleanor Jones
Olivia Mary English
Mia Getty
Emma Glencross
William Graham
Willow Grimshaw
Alicia Horsnell
Zahra Hussen Mohamed
Nathan Kettles

9.30am – 9.45am
Ella Jones
Kai Jones
Rebecca Joyce
Praneeta Karjodkar
Jade Knight
Cerys Lyde
Lucie Maher
Daisy Moffat
George Kilbride
Zoe Lorenz
Annabelle Loveridge
Elsie Macaulay
Zahra Maghooa
Finley Morphew
Thomas Oh
Isla Oldham

9.45am – 10.00am
Benedict Pocock
Ayah Saad
Ella Santos
Lucia Senior
Pratyush Shinde
Amy Stevenson
Sebastian Willcocks-Brown
Jack Yeon
Luke Oliver
Millie Paine
Darija Paskeviciute
Jasmine Pelton
Diego Pitirimovas-Mijares
Saskia Theodosiou
Lara Todd
Dimitris Tsatsi

Thank you for your support of this event.
Please can you check that your child has their own jumper/cardigan as a few have gone
missing.
Have a good week,
Miss Jenkins and Mrs Spooner

Year 5 Weekly Information w/b 10.10.16
In English we are looking at the process of writing stories. Children will be exploring the
techniques used to hook readers. Children will then write their own story, focusing on character,
setting and establishing suspense.
In maths children will be undertaking range of investigative problems. They will explore different
approaches and evaluate how useful known strategies might be in solving the problems.
Wb
10.10.16
Wb
17.10.16

Know pairs of numbers
to 180.
Convert m to km and
vice versa

Add and subtract pairs of 2-digit numbers at speed.
Continue simple number patterns
Use tables to work out related x and ÷ at speed.
Know pairs of numbers to 90
Know all tables to 12x12 including division facts at speed.
Know pairs of numbers to 180.
Convert cm to m and vice versa

Please can the children learn the fifth set of five spellings from their Year 5 list in their journal and
their 6 times table for Friday 14 October. (Children are also tested on previous tables too, so if
they know their 6s then they should also be looking at what else they can learn.)
We will be cooking for the Great Harvest Bake Off on Wednesday 12 October and your child
should already have brought home a list of the exact items that they need to bring in. Your help
with this would be very much appreciated.
We look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the sale on Friday. Please refer to the
rota below to find the exact time that your child will be selling their wonderful efforts!

Best wishes,
Mr Vidal, Mrs Peters and Mrs Jayasuriya

9.00am - 9.15am

9.15am - 9.30am

Jason Beales
Louisa Beunderman
Samuel Blunden
Tom Carr
Alex Chapman
Kate Costello
Ella-Neve Devivo
Cole Dodsworth
Ben Ayley
Callum Bird
Kate Blackall
Helena Brameld
Josh Chhatralia
Isaac Collings
Jamie Compton

Austen Fox
Madeline Frost
Lucie Graham
Lilly Hall
Jemima Hebden
Gracie House-Lee
Kishore Jayasankar
Charlotte Matthews
Olivia Cornwell
Edwin Cross
William Fitzgerald
Anna Hedger-Hay
Hannah Johnson
Aahana Katyayan
Maisie Kesson

9.30am - 9.45am

9.45am - 10.00am

Evangeline McGeever
Sami Moloney
Ewan Morgan
Emily Noble
Hope Payne
Magnus Probert
Micaela Quao
Emma Lewis
Esme Maher
Ada Marce
Frankie Mulhern
Adhiraa Pandiaraj
Dylan Pitchford-Smith
Joseph Santos

Jason Sebastian
Anna Sedgwick
Ayushi Soni
Oliver Southgate
Jemima Spavins
Jamie Tregoning
Cameron Youngs
Luca Sibelly
Helena Steventon
Leo Thornburn
Boaz Ting
Alfie Trent
Tom Williams
Ava Williams
Misa Wisden

Year 6 Weekly Information w/b 10.10.16
In English this week, we will be looking at the features of newspaper articles. We will be writing
our own articles based on events from our learning about the Suffragettes.
In maths, we will be spending time consolidating our number knowledge with a particular focus
on decimals, including adding and subtracting.
In speedy maths this week, we will be covering:

w/b:
10.10.16

Convert ml to l and vice versa
X and ÷ using tables facts at speed.
Know pairs of numbers to 90
Add and subtract pairs of 2-digit numbers

In our themed learning this week, we will be moving on to study the beginnings of the black civil
rights movement in the USA.
For the Great Harvest Bake Off this Friday, the children will be selling their products at the
following times in 6KB:
9.00am - 9.15am
Charlie A
Charlie B
Johnny
Ollie
Saxon
Sarah
Lizzie
Molly
Maddie
Lillyrose
Elliot K
Emily M

9.15am - 9.30am
Lucia
Scarlett
Oscar
Luca
Archie
Amelie F
Lia R
Toby S
Nathan
Laurie
Ava
Emilie

9.30am - 9.45am
Lara
Bethan
James
Christopher
Christina
Adam
Sophie H-G
JJ
Alex
Leah S
Tabi
Tilly
Luke

9.45am - 10.00am
Jack
Izzie
Rebecca
Daniel
Noah
Mia
Emily
Beatrice
Orla
Joshua
Tomas
Sunshine
Cameron

In the Hall serving tea and coffee – Eliot F, Sophie G, Ella B, Otto, Freddie, Toby H, Ella C, Mia S
On the door – Hugo, Amelia R
Please could we remind you that applications for secondary school need to be submitted by
Monday 31 October.
Have a lovely week.
Miss Bidwell and Mrs Beunderman

